Publications

I. Chronological Organization of All Publications

Books:


Forthcoming.

Articles:


   Reprinted in Kendall & Hunt, eds., Introducing Philosophy.
   Turkish translation reprinted in Hasan Yucel Basdemir, ed., A Companion to Epistemology.


   German translation in Lorenz, ed., Identitat und Individuation, Frommann-Holboog


   Translated in Spanish and reprinted in Angeles Erana and Carlos Hernandez-Mercado, eds. Teorias Contemporaneas de la Justificacion Epistemica (vol. 1), Autonomous University of Mexico (forthcoming).


Chinese translation forthcoming.


56. "Replication in Econometrics and Truth-Oriented Social Epistemology" (with Moshe Shaked), *Social Epistemology* 7 (1993).


Book Reviews and Book Symposium Commentaries


